
How to bring 
out the best in 
other people

   by Eugenie Teasley

Focuses on doing 
leadership rather than 
being a leader 

recognises they are 
a small part of a big 
system

stirs energy, inspires 
collaboration and 
argument

provides a vision 
 and a narrative

enables people to find 
their own way

makes people feel 
trusted and capable 
and have a sense 
of ownership over 
their work

works only if 
people have the 
bandwidth to cope 
with creating their 
own work pattern

make sure you are 
asking the right 
questions at the 
start otherwise 
people will feel lost

share objectives 
and timelines 
so that there is 
forward momentum

build in extra time 
because it takes 
longer than if you 
just tell people 
what to do

crucial to keep 
people engaged 

easiest to do 
during one-to-one 
sessions

recognise  
that the capacity 
to stretch is 
different for each 
person, and for the 
same person at 
different times

ideal to map 
individual’s growth 
opportunities onto 
organisational 
strategy

encourage 
people to make 
mistakes and to 
acknowledge them

explore what strengths 
are needed to when 
designing strategy 
around new strands of  
work, projects or roles

include strengths in 
job spec and make 
time during induction 
to identify and focus 
on key strengths

Find ways to 
acknowledge them 
regularly by building 
them into check ins 
and performance 
reviews

Find ways to 
acknowledge them ad 
hoc by celebrating with 
surprise treats and 
trips

people will work 
their best when they 
are playing to their 
strengths

 Components of
 successful check-in  
 sessions 

 
show that you care:

→ 3 questions for every 1 
statement you make

→ celebrate achievements
→ allow space to talk 

through difficulties
→ be honest
→ explore ways they can 

play to their strengths 
more

  
 

set up a regular time slot 
and stick to it

track key points (three 
columns: last time, 
today, next time)

connect back to their 
drive and motivation

keep your door open so 
there’s space for them to 
talk with you outside of 
the regular sessions

    uestions to ask myself every month or so:
what style of leadership 
have I been using most 
recently (coaching, 
directive, flexible, firm 
etc)? how has it been 
working?

how has my time been 
divided between my 
own work, talking to 
my team (individually 
and together), meeting 
with others? Does 
anything need to 
change?

what are the strengths 
and attitudes that I 
admire? How do these 
map onto my team at 
the moment? 

what do I want to 
see more of? How do 
people know I want 
more of it? How can I 
encourage it?

what have I been 
avoiding? What’s one 
thing I can do today 
about it?
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∙ encourage  
  co-design→

∙ scaffold and stretch others appropriately→

∙praise 
strengths→

    Hallmarks 
of a good leader
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praise strengths→

∙ create firm boundaries  
           encourage co-design→

∙ tackle difficult situations quickly
∙ set clear aims and objectives 

scaffold and  
  stretch others appropriately→

∙ empathise and adapt style as needed
∙ model expectations and behaviour

∙ give feedback regularly

Findings from 
research into 
what leaders 
can learn from 
teachers
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